Well I suppose this is a random thing, but someone asked again recently so I thought I'd
address it: When I begin a reading, I have the person I am reading place their (dominant)
hand on the deck and focus on whatever problems, issues or concerns they are dealing
with. And I will ask "Are you right handed?" as I slide the deck of shuffled cards towards
them - and every now and then someone will say "Don't you already know?" - well, no ...
and this is why. It's because not that long ago (and still, in some cultures) left-handed
children were "changed" by being forced to use their right hand. Also, many lefties are
ambidextrous. The hand you write with is your dominant hand, the hand that you expel
energy with; your non-dominant hand is receptive and receives energy. When I read
palms, again I focus on the dominant hand as that is the "hand you make" and quite often
it is very different than the "hand you were born with" (the non-dominant hand).
On to another topic altogether: Over the last Spring break, I probably sat with at least 50
kids (11th and 12th grade high school; and 1st and 2nd year college) who were absolutely
LOST in terms of career direction. I still get a handful of young people (and sometimes
older adults unhappy with their career and not sure what direction to follow) every week,
asking the same question - which cannot be readily answered by Tarot - What Should I Be
When I Grow Up?"
However, astrology CAN help answer that, looking at your natal (birth) chart. So I created
a "cheat sheet" of how to access this information, which I am sharing below.
Birth Chart - Career
To determine your aptitudes and talents (nothing can tell you what you are meant to do,
but astrology can indicate your interests and natural abilities) you need to look at your
birth/natal chart. To be accurate, you will need your birth date, place and time.
Go to any of these three FREE sites and sign up: www.cafeastrology.com;
www.astro.com or www.chaosastrology.com. You want to go to the "free reports" area of
those sites, and look for free natal or birth charts. Astro is a great site, many professional
astrologers access their extended chart selections to run transits, progressions
etc. There are many good free charts available - compatibility reports, child's natal chart,
etc. - just avoid the "sample" try-out editions which contain no real information.
To determine career objectives, look at the following:
2nd House: Money Earned
6th House: Everyday Life (Work)
10th House: Professional Success
Also look at the descriptions of the planets in those houses, they weigh in heavily. And
while these are all computer-generated reports, they do have useful and accurate
information that I hope proves helpful for many of you! If you want to go more in-depth,

remember that our resident astrologer Alethea (who writes on astrological matters at the
end of every newsletter) is an old-school astrologer who does charts by hand. Links to
her website (and prices) are listed at the end of her "Astrology Corner".
“Anyone can be a millionaire, but to become a billionaire you need an
astrologer.” J. P. Morgan
God(dess) Bless Us All!
Laura

